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Abstract
Computer systems are subject to continuously increasing performance
demands. However, energy consumption has become a critical issue, both
for high-end large-scale parallel systems [12], as well as for portable de-
vices [34]. In other words, more work needs to be done in less time, prefer-
ably with the same or smaller energy budget. Future performance and
efficiency goals of computer systems can only be reached with large-scale,
heterogeneous architectures [6]. Due to their distributed nature, control
software is required to coordinate the parallel execution of applications
on such platforms. Abstraction, arbitration and multi-objective opti-
mization are only a subset of the tasks this software has to fulfill [6, 31].
The essential problem in all this is the allocation of platform resources
to satisfy the needs of an application.
This work considers the dynamic resource allocation problem, also
known as the run-time mapping problem. This problem consists of task
assignment to (processing) elements and communication routing through
the interconnect between the elements. In mathematical terms, the com-
bined problem is defined as the multi-resource quadratic assignment and
routing problem (MRQARP). An integer linear programming formula-
tion is provided, as well as complexity proofs on the NP-hardness of the
problem.
This work builds upon state-of-the-art work of Yagiura et al. [39,
40, 42] on metaheuristics for various generalizations of the generalized
assignment problem. Specifically, we focus on the guided local search
(GLS) approach for the multi-resource quadratic assignment problem
(MRQAP). The quadratic assignment problem defines a cost relation
between tasks and between elements. We generalize the multi-resource
quadratic assignment problem with the addition of a capacitated inter-
connect and a communication topology between tasks. Numerical exper-
iments show that the performance of the approach is comparable with
commercial solvers. The footprint, the time versus quality trade-off and
available metadata make guided local search a suitable candidate for
run-time mapping.
Keywords: dynamic resource allocation, run-time mapping, energy,
multi-resource quadratic assignment and routing problem, guided local
search, embedded systems, optimization, scheduling, assignment
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Chapter 1
The Run-time Mapping Problem
1.1 Introduction
Many desired features of computing platforms can be achieved by postponing
resource management decisions from design-time to run-time. The flexibility
provided is then exploited to increase the degree of fault tolerance, quality
of service, energy efficiency and to support a higher variability in application
structure and use-cases, compared to the conventional design-time approach
of embedded systems. This work adopts the reservation-based resource par-
titioning methodology as the abstraction layer between applications and the
underlying hardware platform. The main challenge is the complexity of the
resource allocation problem, which is also known as the run-time mapping
problem.
The run-time mapping problem roughly consists of two related sub-problems:
task assignment and communication (channel) routing. Each of those problems
needs some resources from the underlying platform, which only provides a lim-
ited amount of resources. Many practical capacity related problems are variants
of the generalized assignment problem (GAP) or bin packing problems. Task
allocation in computer systems was already modeled as a multidimensional vec-
tor packing problem in 1996 [5]. Since then, many extensions and variations
of the problems have been applied to computer systems. An overview of the
GAP and its variations is found in [29].
In the formulation of the run-time mapping problem, we focus on a single
application and a single platform at at time. Mapping multiple applications to
the same platform generates a sequence of problems. Each problem is solved by
taking the platform state as defined by the composition of all previous solutions.
The next section formulates an integer linear program (ILP) problem named as
the multi-resource quadratic assignment and routing problem. The formulation
captures our definition of the run-time mapping problem.
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1.2 The Multi-Resource Quadratic Assignment and
Routing Problem
Let application A = 〈T,C〉 be a weakly connected graph, composed of tasks
t ∈ T and channels between tasks 〈s, d〉 ∈ C, with {s, d} ∈ T and C ⊆ T × T .
A hardware platform P = 〈E,L〉 can be described as a graph with (processing)
elements e ∈ E and links between elements 〈u, v〉 ∈ L, with {u, v} ∈ E and
L ⊆ E × E. Links can be chained to compose multi-hop paths through a
network. Resource reservation for an application then involves the assignment
of tasks to elements, and routing channels through the interconnect defined by
the links. Therefore, we introduce two sets of binary decision variables:
αpite: specifies assignment of task t to element e
αγsduv: specifies assignment of channel 〈s, d〉 to link 〈u, v〉
In these variables and other notation, we refer with π to the task assignment
sub-problem and with γ to the communication routing problem.
Task to processor assignment
Hardware architectures are assumed to be heterogeneous in the processing el-
ements and communication links it provides. In addition, other elements such
as input / output (I/O) interfaces and memories need to be taken into ac-
count, which are not necessarily capable of executing programming code. In
our problem formulation, tasks may also denote functionality that is provided
through other means than software, such as hardware acellerators, peripherals
and (memory) storage.
Constraints
Tasks need resources on (processing) elements to be able to sustain their func-
tionality. As a single number may not suffice, we generalize the problem by
modeling resource demands with a vector rpitek, where k ∈ R denotes the k
th
component of vector r, where R composes the set of all distinct resources types.
So, the demand of task t for resource k on element e is expressed with rpitek. As a
dual, the resource capacity vector cpiek gives the total availability per resource k
at element e. Examples of resource vectors and their composition in provided
in [25].
In a multi-resource generalized assignment problem (MRGAP) formulation,
a task may require up to k different resources from a single (processing) element.
This corresponds with a platform containing relatively complex hardware ele-
ments, that embed a number of tightly coupled resources. Some tasks need, for
example, a minimal amount of memory within a device to be able to execute
its functionality (and thus at the same time need computational resources of
the same device). These two resources then cannot be split and mapped arbi-
trarily to some location in the platform. An example is given in Figure 1.1a,
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where t0 demands three different type of resources within a single device. In
case of tighly coupled resources, some solutions may not be considered feasible
due to the constraint that the resource provided should be provided by a single
hardware element. Additional solutions may become available when we de-
compose the resource vector in individual resource demands in the application
graph. The resources are then loosely coupled, and each resource demand may
be served by a different hardware element. An example is given in Figure 1.1b.
e0 e1
0,1,3
t0
(a) Tightly coupled resources.
e0 e1
0,0,3
t0
1,0
t1
1
(b) Loosely coupled resources.
Figure 1.1: Various degrees of resource coupling.
Objective
In a generalized quadratic assignment problem (GQAP) formulation, resources
are specified as scalars as oppossed to vectors in a an MRQAP formulation. The
optimization objective of a an GQAP formulation is expressed as a quadratic
function, factoring in the correlation between any two resources. Relating to
Figure 1.1b, the objective could be specified as cost(t0, t1)× cost(e0, e1). The
allowed degree of resource coupling is then expressed in the cost function of
the GQAP, where disallowed combinations have infinite cost.
Next to the hard constraints on the availability of the required resources,
one assignment may be preferred over another. This preference is modeled in
the cost function. For example, such a cost function might differentiate between
compatible instruction-set architectures based on the availability of a hardware
floating point unit or a varying amount of data or instruction cache, between
compatible generations of a protocol standard for I/O interfaces, or between
various types of storage (memory, disk). The cost function costpi(t, e) → Z+
is specified in such a way that assignments of disallowed (undesired) pairs of
tasks and elements lead to infinite costs.
The costs costpi(t, e) are application specific, but there may also be system
specific costs expressing (long-term) system-wide objectives. As an example,
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Energy
Consumption
Application
Performance
System
Reliability
Resource
Availability
Figure 1.2: Trade-offs in run-time resource allocation between energy con-
sumption, application performance, availability of resources and reliability of
the system.
[21] demonstrates that for an energy minimization objective, both the power
consumption of the infrastructure (the system specific costs) have to be con-
sidered next to the power consumption of the processing core itself (the ap-
plication specific costs). Other system objectives may include load-balancing
and wear-leveling. This means that the cost of mapping a task to a hardware
element may also depend on the current configuration or the overall objectives
defined by the system. The problem is that individual qualities may be in con-
flict, requiring a trade-off between application objectives and system objectives
such as shows in Figure 1.2. For general applicability, the following function
composition is assumed to capture the optimization objective:
costpi(t, e) = costuser(t, e)× costsys(e) (1.1)
(1.2)
The task assignment problem is known as the multi-resource generalized
assignment problem (MRGAP) [17], and is defined completely as follows:
min
∑
t∈T
∑
e∈E
costpi(t, e)αpite, (1.3)
s.t.
∑
e∈Ei
αpite = 1, (1.4)
∑
t∈T
rpitekα
pi
te ≤ c
pi
ek, (1.5)
αpite ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T, k ∈ R. (1.6)
The total resource demand over all tasks assigned to a specific element
should not exceed its capacity, specified by constraint 1.5. Lastly, every task
needs to be assigned to exactly one element, covered by constraint 1.4.
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Multiple implementations per task
An extension on the GAP is known as the multi-level generalized assignment
problem [30]. This allows a task to be performed at various levels of efficiency.
Each level may specify a different resource demand and associated cost. Next to
another level of coefficients, the main difference in the problem definition above
would be observed in constraint 1.4; precisely one implementation of a given
task is to be mapped to precisely one element in the platform. In this work, a
task may have multiple implementations, but not more than one for each type
of hardware component. This is a restriction we adopt mainly for practical
purposes, which can easily be lifted when required. The flexibility of allowing
multiple implementations per task for different hardware components is still
provided through means of a preprocessing step in the problem formulation.
Communication routing
A producer task communicates with a consumer task through a channel. The
platform must thus provide a communication path with sufficient capacity be-
tween these two tasks. If the traffic on the requested route can be split, we
have the (minimum-cost) multicommodity flow problem, which can be effi-
ciently solved using a linear programming approach [20]. This may hold for
packet-switched networks, where either the network itself performs the routing,
or for advanced configuration and control mechanisms that split and join the
traffic flows (taking care of the ordering within datastreams). The unsplittable
flow problem (UFP)1 adds the restriction that each communication channel
must be routed over a single path through the interconnect. Most work on
this problem makes use of the no-bottleneck assumption, denoting that all link
capacities are larger than the maximum demand that is requested. This guar-
antees that there is no bottleneck in the network; each request can be routed
over every link. The problem then reduces to cleverly choosing an ordering
in which all request are routed. Without the no-bottleneck assumption, the
problem is known as the extended UFP [3] and as the constrained shortest path
problem [43].
We assume communication channels to be task-to-task connections that
have to be routed over a single path. The location of both tasks is determined
by the task assignment problem. For channel 〈s, d〉 ∈ C we have to ensure
that the assignment variables aγ form a path from the element where task s is
located to the element where task d is placed. A communication path is not
required in the case that both s and d are assigned to the same element e.
Then it holds for all e ∈ E:
apise = a
pi
de (1.7)
1Other monikers for this problem, or a variant of the problem are the shortest capacitated
path problem (SCPP) and the bandwidth packing problem (BPP) [2]. The difference between
the SCPP and the BPP is in the cost function, where in the latter the cost of a path is
multiplied by the routing demand [14].
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In all other cases, the communication path is started by leaving the producing
element through one of its outgoing links. So, if the producer task s of channel
〈s, d〉 is mapped to element u, we require that channel 〈s, d〉 uses exactly one
of the links that leave element u:∑
〈u,e〉∈L
aγsdue = 1 if a
pi
su = 1 (1.8)
Complementary, channel 〈s, d〉 must use a single incoming link to reach con-
sumer task d assigned to element v:
∑
〈e,v〉∈L
aγsdev = 1 if a
pi
dv = 1 (1.9)
The start segment of the path can be connected to the end segment by chaining
a sequence of intermediate links. Therefore, we pose a flow conservation con-
straint on any element in the network that is not the source or destination of
the channel. This constraint ensures that a channel 〈s, d〉 uses an equal amount
of incoming links and outgoing links at any element e ∈ E\{s, d}:
u e0 en v
∑
〈u,e〉∈L
αγsdue =
∑
〈e,v〉∈L
αγsdev (1.10)
In case of heterogeneous interconnect, one could consider elements capable
of multiplexing and demultiplexing traffic to resolve assymmetry in bandwidth
between links. This may occur at the boundary of a chip, where the network-
on-chip (NoC) is attached to off-chip links. A different example resembling this
case is multi-cast routing. Both cases are supported only when the application
is modeling a ‘task’ that is responsible for the split or join functionality. Such
task may then be assigned to an element with router functionality, as been
demonstrated in [7]. The main disadvantage is that the application (model)
needs to be prepared to make use of this feature.
Note that constraint 1.10 allows for cycles in communication paths. There
is no need to complicate the model with additional constraints, as due to the
cost minimization objective, the best path found for 〈s, d〉 will always be a
simple path (without cycles). This holds if we restrict our cost function to the
domain of natural numbers Z+. The various cases (1.7-1.10) concerning the
routing problem can be combined into a single constraint (1.11). The links in
the platform are unfortunately also bounded in the amount of communication
they can handle. In addition to the logical routing problem, we respect the
limited capacity of each link by introducing constraint 1.12.
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s.t.
∑
〈u,e〉∈L
αγsdue + α
pi
se =
∑
〈e,v〉∈L
αγsdev + α
pi
de, (1.11)
∑
〈s,d〉∈C
rksdα
γ
sduv ≤ c
k
uv, (1.12)
αγsduv ∈ {0, 1}, 〈s, d〉 ∈ C, 〈u, v〉 ∈ L, k ∈ R. (1.13)
Performance considerations
The problem formulation presented so far assumes that resources can be sliced
into parts, which in turn are distributable over multiple users. Memory is a
good example of a resource that is easily split up. Despite memory fragmen-
tation [28], one may reserve specific memory segments from a larger whole.
The reservation is made in the spatial domain. Once handed out, the resource
cannot be (temporarily) taken back without impacting the user; the data may
be overwritten or corrupted.
As opposed to a finite memory capacity, processing time seems to be an
infinite resource. To allow for multiple users, time slicing is used. To ensure
that tasks complete in a timely fashion, a limited time interval is considered
which can be partitioned into multiple time slices. A task then demands a
minimal time slice out of this finite interval. Design-time performance analysis
on dataflow models of an application may provide a minimal required schedul-
ing budget for every task in the application. The required time budget can be
encoded in the resource vectors rpitek, ensuring that a task gets sufficient com-
putation time per interval to maintain a steady throughput. In this thesis, we
assumes the use of schedulers in the class of Latency-Rate (LR) servers [33].
The only restrictions that we impose on the network is that all the schedulers
belong to the LR class. For each communication channel, we need to reserve
a minimal bandwidth ρ on every link and router in the network. An arbitrary
number of LR servers on a communication path can be modeled by the sum-
mation of their individual latencies δ, combined with minimal rate component
on the path [33].
When the budgets are satisfied, the minimum performance of the applica-
tion is guaranteed if we assume zero communication latency. Unfortunately,
this assumption never holds for practical systems. Therefore, for each link
〈u, v〉 ∈ L we assume a capacity dependent latency function: δ(u, v) : [0, cγuv]→
(0,∞). When tasks need to exchange information, they might require a min-
imum transfer rate and a bounded delay on their communication channel, in
order to maintain the minimal performance level of the application as a whole.
Throughput of the communication channels and links is modeled in the re-
source demand vector rγsd and capacity vector c
γ
uv. Adding latency constraints
to the problem vastly increases the complexity, as latency constraints are posed
on paths instead of individual entities. Therefore, we put a latency sensitivity
measure in the cost function of communication channels. As the system pro-
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vides the set of available resources and their interconnectivity, we also assume
that it is able to provide a latency-based cost metric for the links, resulting in
the following cost function:
costγ(sd, uv) = sensitivity(s, d)× δ(u, v) (1.14)
Some applications, especially streaming applications, are able to hide (some)
latency. This cost function attempts to minimize the latency sufficiently. Note
that in this cost function, the quadratic part of MRQARP comes in.
Integer linear program
The following summarizes the notation used to formulate MRQARP:
T set of tasks in the application;
C ⊆ T × T set of channels in the application;
E set of elements in the platform;
L ⊆ E × E set of links in the platform;
R set of unique resources in the platform;
t index of tasks t = 1 . . . T ;
e index of elements e = 1 . . . E;
k index of resources r = 1 . . . R;
〈s, d〉 channel between task s and task d, 〈s, d〉 ∈ C;
〈u, v〉 link between element u and element v, 〈u, v〉 ∈ L;
rpitek amount of re source k required by element e for task t;
rγsdk amount of resource k required to route channel 〈s, d〉;
cpiek amount of resource k provided by element e;
cγuv amount of bandwidth provided by link 〈u, v〉;
The formulation of the MRQARP is given by:
Z = min
∑
t∈T
∑
e∈E
costpi(t, e) αpite +
∑
〈s,d〉∈C
∑
〈u,v〉∈L
costγ(sd, uv)αγsduv, (1.15)
s.t.
∑
e∈E
αpite = 1, t ∈ T, (1.16)
∑
〈u,e〉∈L
αγsdue + α
pi
se =
∑
〈e,v〉∈L
αγsdev + α
pi
de, 〈s, d〉 ∈ C, e ∈ E (1.17)
∑
t∈T
rpitekα
pi
te ≤ c
pi
ek, k ∈ R, e ∈ E, (1.18)
∑
〈s,d〉∈C
rγsdkα
γ
sduv ≤ c
γ
uvk, k ∈ R, 〈u, v〉 ∈ L, (1.19)
αpite ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T, e ∈ E, (1.20)
αγsduv ∈ {0, 1}, 〈s, d〉 ∈ C, 〈u, v〉 ∈ L. (1.21)
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In the formulation, the objective function (1.15) minimizes the cost of pro-
cessing the tasks on the elements and the cost of a corresponding routing of
channels between the tasks. Equation (1.16) demands that each task t ∈ T is
mapped to precisely one element e ∈ E. Each element e has a capacity vector
cpiek of dimension R to indicate the availability of different types of resources
at element e. Constraint (1.18) ensures that these capacity limitations are
respected.
The flow conservation constraint (1.17) ensures that for each channel be-
tween tasks that are not mapped to the same element, a sequence of connecting
links is formed through the interconnect, until the element is reached that is
assigned to the consuming task of the channel. For each channel, the num-
ber of allocated incoming and outgoing links per element should be balanced
(either one or zero). This balance is only influenced by the source and sink
elements corresponding to the assignment of the channel’s tasks, starting and
terminating the sequence of links respectively.
Note that constraint (1.17) allows for cycles in communication paths. There
is no need to complicate the model with additional constraints, as due to the
cost minimization objective, the best path found for 〈s, d〉 will always be a
simple path. This holds as we restrict our cost function to the domain of
natural numbers Z+. The links in the platform are unfortunately also bounded
in the amount of communication they can handle. In addition to the logical
routing problem, we respect this limited capacity of each link by introducing
constraint (1.19), analogue to the resource constraint on the elements.
1.3 Conclusions
The run-time mapping problem consists of two optimization problems that
are both NP-hard in the strong sense2. Disregarding any domain-specific
knowledge, these properties do not provide any hints on the ordering in which
the task assignment and channel routing sub-problems have to be solved. Both
sub-problems consider limited capacities of resources, which is the main reason
for the inherent complexity. The best resembles of the problem in literature
is either the GQAP or MRQAP, of which the latter allows for more complex
platform models.
2A complexity proof is presented in [8], by reducing the MRQARP on to the 3 partition
problem

Chapter 2
Resource Allocation using
Guided Local Search
2.1 Introduction
The complexity of multi-resource quadratic assignment and routing problem
(MRQARP) renders exhaustive methods to find the optimal solution inapplica-
ble. Instead, we accept suboptimal solutions and we aim for short computation
times and low memory usage. More precise requirements are not available,
because the approach should be suitable for a wide range of systems and ap-
plications. Even within the same operational context, the non-functional re-
quirements may change over time and between resource requests. The guided
local search algorithm described in this chapter is an anytime algorithm; i.e.
it provides increasingly better solutions when additional computation time is
allowed. This is one of the properties that makes GLS an interesting technique
to enable run-time mapping. The GLS approach described in this chapter is
based on related work that targets the MRQAP [42]. We tailor their approach
to our problem domain, and extend it with communication routing.
Some terminology is introduced first, which is used in the remainder of
this chapter. The guided local search technique is explained initially for the
task assignment problem only. Full understanding of the approach for the task
assignment enables us to incorporate the communication routing subproblem
into the search technique. Using similar concepts, the communication routing
is explained after the task assignment. The chapter ends with the numerical
results obtained through an evaluation of our approach on an extensive dataset.
Terminology A problem instance has a search space, in which each point
represents a solution. A feasible region covers the points in the search space
for which all constraints are satisfied. A search space contains zero or more
feasible regions. We call a point within a feasible region a feasible solution, and
points outside the feasible region infeasible solutions. The set of all feasible
solutions for a given problem instance is represented by set F . The set F is
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partially ordered by an objective function f : F → R.
For any solution σ, the neighborhood N (σ) consists of solutions which are
topologically ‘close’ to σ. For at least one solution σ¯ ∈ N (σ), it holds that
f(σ¯) := min
σ∈N (σ)
f(σ). (2.1)
Such a solution σ¯ is a locally optimal solution, and this solution is not necessarily
feasible. Within the search process, the current best known feasible solution
is referred to as the incumbent solution σˆ ∈ F . In case of a minimization
problem, it holds for a globally optimal solution σ∗ ∈ F that
f(σ∗) := min
σ∈F
f(σ). (2.2)
Instances of the MRQARP defined in Section 1.2 are referred to by Z. The
objective value of Z is given by Z(σ), and a lower and upper bound of this
value is given by Zˇ and Zˆ respectively. Figure 2.1 illustrates the terminology
used (consistent with [16]) throughout the remainder of this chapter.
Feasible regionF
Neighbor-
hood
N(σ∗)Globally optimal
feasible solution σ∗
Locally optimal
infeasible
solution σ¯
Feasible solution
Infeasible solution
Figure 2.1: Terminology used throughout this chapter regarding search space
and solutions.
2.2 Guided Local Search
In this section, we describe a metaheurstic to solve theMRQARP. A metaheuris-
tic is an iterative search method that internally uses a local search algorithm.
Local search is a procedure that alters a solution σ slightly, hoping to get an
improved solution σ′ in the neighborhood N (σ). As the modifications made
to a solution are typically small, local search methods have a tendency to keep
cycling around in the same neighborhood, unable to get out. The purpose of
the metaheuristic on top of the local search is to change the behavior of the
local search algorithm in between iterations in order to steer the search out of
these potential suboptimal, or even infeasible regions.
The metaheuristic guided local search is considered to be a special case of
tabu search [18]. Tabu search uses memory structures to form a tabu list, which
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contains previously discovered solutions or problem features that are no longer
allowed to be part of solutions to be discovered next. GLS penalizes problem
features that should be avoided in the next iteration. Therefore, the objective
function of Z is augmented with these penalties in order to reshape the search
space. Figure 2.2 illustrates a search space that changes over time (illustrated
by the dashed lines) by considering the penalized cost. As a result, the local
search procedure is moving away from a previously discovered local minima to
different parts of the search space.
Z
σ
σ¯ σ¯
σ
∗
Figure 2.2: Penalties adjust the objective function of problem Z to steer the
search out of local optima.
Initial solutions
A local search procedure operates on a set of solutions S. An initial solution
set may be generated randomly, or may be constructed using other heuristics
or algorithms. Alternatively, the set of initial solutions may be determined at
design-time [32]. GLS allows for such a hybrid mapping strategy, where precom-
puted solutions are used to seed the local search process. These precomputed
configurations may need to be ‘repaired’ if the circumstances at run-time are
different from the ones analyzed at design-time. Repairing a known good so-
lution is likely to be less effort than computing a solution from scratch. The
run-time overhead of this hybrid mapping strategy is then vastly reduced, while
maintaining all the flexibility to adapt or optimize the precomputed solution.
Evaluation of this approach is considered as future work.
In our run-time mapping approach, we combine two methods to obtain a set
of initial solutions. Randomly generated solutions provide a good distribution
of starting points over the search space. These solutions are probably of poor
quality, and relatively much effort is required to improve them through the
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local search procedure. In this improvement procedure, it is beneficial to have
some knowledge on what problem features are good and should be maintained,
and what problem features are disadvantageous. This knowledge is then used
to initialize the ’tabu list’. To this end, a Lagrangian relation technique is
used to obtain a relatively good, but potential infeasible solution. Lagrangian
relaxation is a well known technique [15], and will be explained next in detail
for the MRGAP.
Lagrangian relaxation
The run-time mapping problem is made complex by the capacity constraints.
The problem becomes much simpler when these constraints are removed. Com-
plete removal of these constraints gives hardly any valuable information, be-
cause the similarity to the original problem is almost completely lost. La-
grangian relaxation is a technique that alters a problem such that difficult con-
straints are removed from the problem, and are represented in the optimization
objective instead. In the resulting Lagrangian dual problem, the constraints
may be violated at the cost of the objective value. A solution to the Lagrangian
dual is a lower bound (in case of minimization problems) for the original prob-
lem, which we refer to as the primal problem. Hence, both the lower bound
and the corresponding solution provide valuable information we may exploit
while solving the original problem.
A natural relaxation [15] for the task assignment problem is obtained by
removing the ‘hard constraints’ of Equation 1.18, which model the limited
resource capacity of elements. The constraints are replaced by Lagrangian
multipliers λk in the objective function of Equation 2.3 to penalize any over-
subscription of resources.
ZD(λk) = min
∑
e∈E
∑
t∈T
costpi(t, e)αpite +
∑
k∈R
λk(α
pi
ter
pi
tek − c
pi
ek), (2.3)
s.t.
∑
e∈E
∑
t∈T
αpite = 1, (2.4)
αpite ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T, e ∈ E.
The Lagrangian dual problem ZD is a convex minimization problem, which
can be solved efficiently. The subgradient method [24] is a simple iterative algo-
rithm to minimize nondifferentiable convex functions. With an initial vector λk
having all ones, the dual problem is solved by assigning each task to the ele-
ment with the least penalized cost. The resulting solution gives a weak lower
bound on the objective function of the original problem Z. It is a lower bound
due to potential severe violation of the dualized constraints. In an attempt to
improve this bound, the Lagrangian multipliers are adapted before starting the
next iteration.
Definition 1 ⌊Subgradient⌉ The derivative of a one-dimensional function
can be generalized to the gradient of a function in multiple dimensions. These
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concepts can be further generalized to non-differentiable functions. The subgra-
dient is the ‘derivative’ of a non-differentiable function with multiple variables.
One iteration i of the subgradient method consists of taking a step size s(i)
along the negative direction of the subgradient
g(i)(e) =
∑
t∈T
α
pi(i)
te r
pi
tek − c
pi
ek, k ∈ R, e ∈ E, t ∈ T. (2.5)
of the objective function at the current point e. With certain sequences of step
size s(i) the iteration process converges [1] to the optimum. A widely used step
size [15] is
s(i) =
Zˆ − ZD(λ
(i)
k )
‖g(i)‖22
, k ∈ R, (2.6)
where Zˆ is an upper bound on ZD. The squared Euclidean distance ‖g
(i)‖22
sums over all elements e ∈ E the difference in the amount of available resource
and allocated resoure1. We smoothen this metric by using a filtered subgradi-
ent [11], where we combine the knowledge of two iterations. The denominator
of Equation 2.6 is then replaced by ‖0.75g(i) + 0.25g(i−1)‖22.
The step size s(i) thus divides the gap between the upper and lower bound
on Z by the degree of oversubscription in the current assignment. This results
in a greater step size when the gap is large and the oversubscription is minor,
as well in a smaller step size when the gap is small and the oversubscription
extensive. With each iteration, the Lagrangian multipliers λk are adjusted in
order to converge to feasibility of the original problem, using
λ
(i+1)
k = λ
(i)
k · s
(i). (2.7)
The solution to the dual problem ZD changes when the multipliers change
sufficiently. If the best known lower bound ZD is improved by such a solution,
the corresponding assignment is stored. It is very difficult to determine a good
termination criteria for the subgradient optimization procedure [15]. Therefore,
we allow a bounded number of iterations without any improvements; in this
work, the limit is set to 5 iterations, after which the process is terminated. The
solution of ZD is added to solution set S.
Quality estimation In this thesis, we define the duality gap as the difference
between the value of any dual solution (ZD) and the value of a feasible primal
solution (Z). The duality gap then gives a quality estimation of a solution for
the primal problem Z. This gap becomes smaller when a new incumbent solu-
tion is found (lowering the upper bound), or when an improved dual solution is
found (raising the lower bound). This information is used later in this chapter,
specifically in Section 2.2.
1The p-norm of a vector is defined as ‖x‖p = (
∑
i x
p
i
)
1
p . Here, the 2 -norm squared
results in ‖x‖2
2
= x2
1
+ x2
2
+ . . .+ x2n.
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Local Search
Local search is a technique that starts with a candidate solution σ ∈ S, where S
is a set of solutions obtained by the procedure described in the previous section.
Through alternations on solutions, calledmoves, the search iteratively traverses
the search space towards improved solutions. A move defines the set of possible
solutions that can be obtained by changing solution σ; the set of reachable
solutions is then defined as the neighborhoodN (σ) of a solution σ. In this work,
three moves are defined together with their corresponding neighborhood. More
complex moves that extend the local search into larger neighborhoods may be
required to solve certain problem instances to optimality. In the context of this
work, the added computational demand is not easily justified. Moreover, the
evaluation at the end of this chapter shows the strength of the moves that are
used in the local search:
Shift move:
a shift move reassigns a single task to another element [27].
Swap move:
a swap move exchanges the assignment between two tasks [27].
Chained shift move:
a chained shift move removes (ejects) a task t0 from its assigned ele-
ment ex. Then another task t1 is shifted from element ey to element ex,
increasing the availability of resources on element ey. Recursively, a task
is shifted from element ez to element ey. As a last step, the chain is
completed by assigning task t0 to element ez. This procedure is based on
ejection chains [39, 40].
t0
(a) Shift
t0 t1
(b) Swap
t0 t1 t2
(c) Chained Shift
Figure 2.3: Moves used in local search
Local search is an anytime algorithm; it returns a solution at any time the
search is terminated. The termination criterum can be based on execution time,
a fixed number of iterations, or when the solution can no longer be improved.
Ordered on the complexity of the operation, we first search in Nshift, followed
by Nswap and lastly in Nchain. When an improved solution has been found,
the local search is restarted by searching in Nshift, until no improvements have
been found in the entire neighborhood N , where N is defined as
N = {Nshift ∪Nswap ∪Nchain}. (2.8)
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The lack of improvement moves then determines the termination of the local
search procedure.
Efficient implementation
The objective function of Z is used to judge whether a move improves the
solution. Evaluating the objective function over the complete solution may be
quite costly, as the number of moves made is typically very large. Therefore, we
calculate the deltas d of the cost function before and after the proposed move.
As such, we can determine the impact of a proposed move without actually
performing it. On top of that, we employ memoization of the deltas, and keep
them updated after a move has been performed. Doing so, the deltas only have
to be recalculated when the penalty weights, which are part of the improvement
evaluation function have changed. More detail on this optimization can be
found in [42].
Guidance with Penalty Weights
A solution is infeasible when some of the resources are oversubscribed. To
improve the feasibility of a solution, moves have to be performed that trade
solution cost for feasibility. Concretely, this means that some tasks may need
to be mapped to less preferred elements to adhere to the capacity constraints.
To steer this process, the cost function penalizes the extent to which a resource
is oversubscribed. Per resource k at element e, the contribution of task t to the
oversubscription is penalized with a factor of pek:
pcostpi(t, e) = costpi(t, e) + (2.9)∑
k∈R
pek × ((
∑
t∈T
rpitekα
pi
te − c
pi
ek)− (
∑
t′∈T\{t}
rpit′ekα
pi
t′e − c
pi
ek))
The penalty weights have to be initialized with a certain value, without
a priori knowledge of the resource scarcity. A simple but effective approach
is to initialize all penalties with the value 1.0. As a result, oversubscription
of resources is penalized proportionally with the contribution of the task to
the oversubscription. Such penalties merely take the resource capacity limita-
tions into account. Substantial resource oversubscription may occur if certain
resources are more favorable then others. The penalty given for oversubscrip-
tion then no longer outweights the increased cost of moving to a less desirable
element.
Therefore, we initialize the weights by taking both the resource capacities
into account, as well as the desirability of a task for one element over another.
A single penalty is set for a single resource, while this desirability can be ex-
pressed for every task in the application. This is resolved by fitting a straight
line through the cost coefficients of all tasks for the element containing that re-
source, as a function of the amount of resource required. The resulting weight
reflects the relative value of a resource. The initial weights are determined
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by solving a set of normal equations derived from a linear least squares prob-
lem [39]. We then choose weights that minimize the residuals of the difference
between the cost of assigning tasks to particular elements. The average increase
in the cost of a move towards a less desirable element, is then balanced with the
average decrease in the penalty of using oversubscribed resources. The Gauss-
Seidel iterative method is used to solve the linear system. The next paragraph
describes this method in greater detail.
The Gauss-Seidel method for penalty weight initialization
The MRQARP problem considers resource demands and resource provisions to
be vectors. Initialization of the penalty weights is done per resource type k ∈ R.
Aiming for feasible solutions, we assign each task to the element with the lowest
demand versus capacity ratio. Per resource type k, the total resource demand
of tasks at each element is specified in matrix A, and the associated cost in b.
The resource demand of A apparently has an unknown value x that together
add up to b:
Ax = b (2.10)
This linear system is typically overdetermined and inconsistent2. Therefore, we
approximate the vector of unknowns x by solving the equivalent linear system
ATAx = AT b (2.11)
called the normal equations. The normal equations minimize the sum of the
square differences between the left and right hand size of the equation. The
Gauss-Seidel iterative method solves the left hand size of the linear system for
x. In a single iteration step, the unknowns x at iteration i are determined by
the values from the previous iteration i − 1, and any values that are already
computed in the current iteration3.
x(i)e =
be −
∑
e′<e aee′x
(i)
e′ −
∑
e′>e aee′x
(i−1)
e′
aee
(2.12)
The least-squares solution x reflects the relative value of a resource, which
indirectly gives a tasks desirability for one element over another. Low values
for x correspond with high-valued resources, as a lot of tasks like to claim the
resource for the given price. The value x is normalized with respect to the
minimal value in x to avoid slow convergence in case of small values (< 1.0),
and to avoid early intensification in case of very large values. For each k ∈ R,
the penalty is initialized with
pek =
xe
mine xe
. (2.13)
2An overdetermined linear system has more equations than unknowns, and an inconsis-
tent system has no solution.
3Here the Gauss-Seidel method differs from Jacobi iteration.
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Evaluation of the initial weights method
For illustrative purposes we take problem e101008 from the dataset used later
in this chapter. This problem models a platform with 10 elements each having
8 different resource types each. One hundred tasks have to be mapped to
this platform. Figure 2.4a shows per element ei the total cost in case all
tasks are assigned to that element. This shows that, on average, element 4
is the most costly element to use. Figure 2.4b shows per resource type k the
oversubscription if all tasks are assigned to element ei. This gives insight in the
relative resource scarcity in problem e101008. With this problem instance, we
compare the Gauss-Seidel based method for setting the initial penalty weights
to a uniform initialization with an all-ones matrix.
Figure 2.5 shows the relative penalty weights over multiple iterations using
either approach. Comparing Figure 2.5a and Figure 2.5b, the Gauss-Seidel
method initialized the penalties in relation to Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.4b.
This has an effect on the short-term behavior of the local search, where the
penalties initialized with the Gauss-Seidel method seem to provide more ex-
plicit features, compared to the uniform all-ones approach. This phenomenon
can be observed in Figure 2.5c versus Figure 2.5d, and in Figure 2.5e versus
Figure 2.5f. In the long run, both initialization methods provide a penalty ma-
trix with useful features; resource type 8 seems to be most critical to solving
this problem instance. Resource type 2 and 3 of element e8 are also penal-
ized above average over many iterations, and with both initialization methods.
This is explained by the fact that element e8 is relatively cheap, and is rel-
atively high on resources. To resolve constraint violations in other parts of
the solution, it is then favorable to make use of element e8. Penalizing these
resources ensures that the search is not trapped in local minima due to the
inexpensive resources provided by element e8. With sufficient iterations, both
methods perform equally well. The all-ones approach starts with a more diverse
search, yielding slightly worse solutions earlier in time, while the Gauss-Seidel
approach takes a slightly longer intensified search to come up with potentially
better results.
Adaptive weight control
Every local search procedure yields a new locally optimal solution σ¯. This
solution is not necessarily feasible, nor globally optimal. Repeating the local
search procedure gives similar results, only influenced by a random factor in
the algorithm. The solution σ¯ has been found using a specific set of penalty
weights p, which is based on the resource oversubscription of previous iterations.
On account of the penalty weights p, possibly a different set of resources has
become oversubscribed. Therefore, we adjust the penalty weights p after each
invocation of the local search procedure, such that currently oversubscribed
resources become more expensive to allocate in the next iteration. Larger
penalty weights intensify the search in feasible regions of the search space,
while smaller penalties diversify the search towards infeasible regions.
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(b) Potential resource oversubscription.
Figure 2.4: Characteristics of problem instance e101008.
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(a) All-ones, iteration 1, rescaled
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(b) Gauss-Seidel, iteration 1, rescaled
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(c) All-ones, iteration 10
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(d) Gauss-Seidel, iteration 10
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(e) All-ones, iteration 25
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(f) Gauss-Seidel, iteration 25
Figure 2.5: Penalty matrix initialized with Gauss-Seidel or all-ones, at various
iterations on problem e101008.
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(g) All-ones, iteration 50
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(h) Gauss-Seidel, iteration 50
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(i) All-ones, iteration 100
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(k) All-ones, iteration 200
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(m) All-ones, iteration 400
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(p) Gauss-Seidel, iteration 600
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If a feasible solution σ is found, we can intensify the search in N (σ) in
order to improve σ further. In that case, a small reduction of the penalty
weights causes a more fine-grained optimization process, potentially yielding
many feasible solutions, at the cost of increased computation time before a
(near) optimal solution is found. Alternatively, a more substantial weight re-
duction results in diversification. The metaheuristic then steers the local search
away from a potentially reoccurring difficulty in improving solution σ towards
other parts of the search space.
If the last local search iteration yields an infeasible solution σ¯ /∈ F , the
penalty weights are increased using Equations 2.15 and 2.16. All resources
that are oversubscribed (Equation 2.16), increase their penalties by a factor
(1 + step size), normalized by the maximum oversubscription.
The procedure for controlling the weights is based on the approach in [39],
but is augmented with the dimension in multiple resources. Another difference
is that we use a variable step size for the weight reduction of the penalties in
case of a feasible solution. For certain problems, the search would otherwise
spend time on generating suboptimal solutions that are found relatively simple.
Instead, Equation 2.17 uses the duality gap defined in Section 2.2 to estimate
the quality of the incumbent solution. The step size is then controlled by the
gap between the imcumbent and dual solution, as expressed in Equation 2.17.
A larger step size in case of bad quality solutions result in diversification.
A smaller step is used when we approach the optimal solution, allowing for a
more intensive search. This approach mainly eliminates a slow start for simpler
problem instances.
Summarzing, when a local search yields a solution σ, the penalty weights
pek are adjusted, per element e and per resource type k as follows:
pek = pek · (1 + ∆qek) (2.14)
∆ =
{
step size
maxe qek
, ifmaxe qek > 0
step size, otherwise
(2.15)
qek =
{
−1, ifσ ∈ F
max(0,
∑
t∈T
rpitekα
pi
te
cpi
ek
) otherwise
(2.16)
step size =
{
1.0− ZD(σ)
Z(σˆ) , ifσˆ 6= ∅
0.01, otherwise
(2.17)
Path relinking with a reference set of solutions
Up to this point, we have described a method to find a local optimum for
a given solution, taking a weighting function into account to avoid problem-
atic parts of the solution. This procedure can be applied to arbitrary starting
points in the search space, keeping track of the incumbent solution. When
the local optima of a problem are scattered, intensification of the local search
is not sufficient. Path relinking is a technique that combines solutions in an
attempt to create a ‘path’ out of a local optimum towards other parts of the
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search space. This technique is developed by Glover et.al. [19] and proposed
for the generalized assignment problem [38], and for the quadratic assignment
problem [41]. The path relinking technique is fundamentally different from
the rather unstructured crossover mechanism often used in evolutionary algo-
rithms [19]. The ability to systematically exploit the neighborhood structures
contributes to the improvements of path relinking over alternative metaheuris-
tic algorithms [42].
Reference set
Path relinking requires a reference set R with a limited number of distinct
solutions. Solutions that are (almost) similar to already stored solutions are
not so useful. Therefore, we require the solutions stored in the reference set
to have a minimal difference d to all other solutions already in the set. This
difference can also be interpreted as the distance between solutions. For the
MRQAP problem, the distance is naturally defined by the number of different
task-to-element mappings in a pair of solutions.
Initially, the reference set is empty (|R| = 0). To populate the reference
set, initial solutions are generated as described in Section 2.2. These solutions
are first improved by applying a local search, such that the resulting solution is
guaranteed to be locally optimal. This solution is then added to the reference
set, respecting the requirement of diversification (i.e. the minimal distance).
Instead of generating random solutions to seed solution set S, the path relinking
technique is used whenever the reference set reaches a predefined minimal size
(|R| >= ζ). There is also an upper bound on the size of R, as we only want
to use the best n solutions in the path relinking technique. Therefore, the
reference set is partially ordered on the penalized cost of the solutions using a
min-heap4.
Combining solutions
Figure 2.5a illustrates the path relinking technique. Given a populated refer-
ence set R, we take one of the best solutions in R, and apply a percentage
(in our case 1%) of random moves to that solution to ensure diversification of
the local search procedure. This is a tabu search technique that ensures that
a different part of the search space is considered during each iteration. We
refer to this new solution with σ1, shown as white dot in Figure 2.5b. Starting
with σ1, we generate new solutions by combining the best parts of the solutions
within R. From every other solution σ2 ∈ R, we take the most beneficial as-
signment that differs from solution σ1, i.e. 〈task, element〉 ∈ σ2\σ1. Assuming
that such an assignment exists for every combination, the size of the resulting
set S of generated solutions is equal to the size of reference set R. Figure 2.5b
shows the result of path relinking applied to the reference set of Figure 2.5a.
4A min-heap is a binary tree of which the data contained in each node is less than (or
equal to) the data in that node’s children.
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The solutions in S are likely locally suboptimal due to the changes made by
the path relinking procedure. A local search procedure is preformed for every
σ ∈ S to regain a set of locally optimal solutions (Figure 2.5c). These solutions
are fed back into the reference set (Figure 2.5d), respecting the previously
described requirements on the relation between the solutions in the reference
set.
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
(a) Using randomly generated solutions as
seed, the initial reference set R contains lo-
cal optimal solutions that are minimally d dis-
tance apart.
(b) Apply random shifts to 1% of the tasks
in a random solution in R (white dot). Then,
generate a set of new solutions S by combining
current locally optimal solutions (path relink-
ing).
(c) Find new locally optimal solutions using
shift, swap and chained shift moves.
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
≥d
(d) Renew the reference set of solutions, using
the previous R and the local optima.
Figure 2.5: A visualization of an example search space during one iteration of
the tabu search algorithm.
Feedback information
The main issue identified in the approach of [9] is the lack of information on the
reason why an application is rejected when the algorithm fails to find a map-
ping. Such information would enable run-time changes in the application mode
or active application set, and design-time changes in the application resource
usage and resource availability by the hardware to avoid the rejection. With
the GLS approach, feedback information is available at all times. The penalty
weights (matrix) shows the relative value of each resource in that specific iter-
ation of the algorithm. Accumulating these weights over time compensates for
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Figure 2.6: Penalty weights pik of problem instance e101008 summed over time
(up to iteration 1048), resource type k and element ei.
the temporary difficulties in the search and the fluctuations between intensi-
fication and diversification of the search. The matrix of accumulated penalty
weights provides the required feedback information.
As an example, Figure 2.6 shows the penalty weights of problem instance
e101008 summed over all iterations up to and including 1048. Further analysis
of the information contained in this matrix needs an additional data aggrega-
tion to be useful. A summation over all resource types and all elements provides
the following information. Resource type k = 8 and elements e6 and e10 are
most problematic to problem instance e101008. Information on the relative
scarcity of resource types is considered to be the most valuable, as it requires
little further analysis to be used. The system may, for example, change the
application Quality of Service (QoS) levels, release memory, or scale up in volt-
age and/or frequency. Information about the difficulty in meeting resource
constraints at specifi c hardware elements requires more knowledge about both
the architecture and the application. The information presented in Figure 2.4b
does not provide obvious reasons for the high penalties put on the use of ele-
ments e6 and e10. However, the feedback information may be a useful addition
to the information already known upfront.
With only two vectors containing relative values, the system can continously
report the scarcity of different resource types, and the preference for specific
elements in the hardware. These vectors may be used as feedback to upper
software layers or controlling entities in the system to adjust the demand for
resources on the system.
The overall task assignment approach
An overview of the search technique applied to the task assignment subproblem
is presented in Figure 2.7. The cycles in the control flow correspond with the
iterative behavior of the technique. No termination condition is specified, and
no means are available to determine infeasibility or optimality. The search
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may be terminated when the first solution is found, after a fixed number of
iterations, after a fixed time duration, or when a solution of sufficient quality
is found using the duality gap as an estimate.
Shit Swap
Chained
Shit
σ ≙ σ ′ σ ≙ σ ′
σ ! ≙ σ ′
σ ! ≙ σ ′
Local Search
Path
Relinking
Renew
Ref.Set
∣S∣ > 0
∣S∣ ≙≙ 0
Random
Solution
∣R∣ < ζ
Update
Weights
σ ≙ σ ′
Local optimum
Init
Figure 2.7: Guided local search with shift, swap and chained shift neighbor-
hoods, using path relinking to generate new solutions.
2.3 Communication Routing
The approach described so far only considers the task assignment problem.
In the MRQARP definition, at least one communication channel5 per task has
to be routed through the interconnect with a predefined resource demand (i.e.
bandwidth). The MRQARP formulation allows the interconnect to be an asym-
metric structure, differentiating between links in the interconnect by annotat-
ing them with a different weight, reflecting properties such as length (delay) or
reliability of a link. More complicated is the assumption that the links in the
interconnect have a finite capacity. Virtually, the network changes after each
resource allocation or release; parts of the network might even become inacces-
sible due to congestion. Taking these capacities into account, only a limited set
of routing requests can be satisfied. The routing problem is typically described
in related work as an optimization problem, where the most profitable subset
of the routing requests has to be selected, when the capacity of the network
5An application consisting of a single task is an exception.
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limits the number of requests that can be satisfied. In our case, we have to
satisfy all routing requests of the application at hand.
If a set of routing requests cannot be satisfied, the task assignment has to be
changed. Similarly, changes in the task assignment require the communication
routing to be changed accordingly. In either case, moves in the local search
phase reassign tasks to different elements, resulting in invalid routes for the
communication channels between tasks. These routes have to be re-established,
and the corresponding impact on the required and available resources has to
be evaluated.
Integrate routing with the shift, swap and chained shift move
After each shift or swap move in the local search, we have to ‘repair’ all affected
routes. The method described in Section 2.2 provides for each possible move
in the task assignment a delta d of the change in penalized cost. This d now
reflects a cost budget that can be used to reroute these channels. The overall
solution will be improved as long as the routing cost remain well within this
cost budget. Instead of rerouting all affected communication channels, which
is a relative costly operation, an estimation of the routing costs is used by
querying a distance matrix. This distance matrix contains the costs of routes
between all pairs of elements in the platform. A move is thus beneficial for the
entire solution, if the combined difference in penalized and estimated cost is
an improvement (d < 0). The actual rerouting of the channels is deferred after
the solution is considered to be locally optimal with respect to the penalized
cost of the task assignment and the estimated cost of the routing.
Rerouting communication paths
A straightforward approach to solve the routing subproblem of the MRQARPs
is to involve many shortest path queries. Finding the shortest paths online (on
large graphs) is costly, reducing the scalability of solving MRQARP instances.
Alternatively, shortest paths can be computed offline and stored in memory,
taking O(E2) space. This approach may not be feasible for larger graphs due
to memory limitations. While the required space can be reduced by exploiting
symmetry in graphs [36], larger (platform) graphs typically contain quite some
symmetry at the structural level, they become assymmetric in their properties
due to resource allocation. Offline preparation of specialized data structures
to improve the performance of shortest path queries is thus nontrivial. Online
caching of results of shortest path queries also gives low benefit, because the
similarity of queries tends to be quite low. Edges quickly become saturated after
a few routing requests, which must be taken into account by future shortest
path queries.
Our approach is inspired by [23], where neighborhood operations are defined
for local search in the vehicle routing problem [16]. Parts of existing routes
are exchanged to form new routes, that potentially improve the total solution.
Instead of completely rerouting invalidated routes, we attempt to repair the
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routes by routing a single source to a set of destinations. The set of destina-
tions is composed by the actual destination and all intermediate nodes of the
invalidated route. Figure 2.8 shows the shift move of Section 2.2 extended with
communication routing. For a shift move involving task ti, every channel
c ∈ {〈tx, ti〉 ∈ C} ∪ {〈ti, ty〉 ∈ C}
needs to be rerouted. When shifting task ti from element ei to element ej , each
route 〈ei, ey〉 must be adapted by searching the shortest path from element ej
to any element within the set {ey}∪{en|en ∈ 〈ei, . . . , ey〉}. With this approach
we benefit from the principle of optimality, where the shortest path problem
exhibits optimal substructure.
e i
e j
ex ey
shit
Figure 2.8: When shifting task ti from element ei to element ej , the corre-
sponding routes (solid) from ex and to ey have to be rerouted, preferably using
parts of the existing routes, resulting in adapted routes (shaded) to the same
peers.
Figure 2.9 shows the swap move of Section 2.2 extended with communica-
tion routing. The difficulty in exploiting the existing routes is that the two
tasks involved in the move probably have a different communication topology;
i.e. they vary in the amount of input and output channels. From the com-
munication routing perspective, a swap move is similar to a shift move, only
increasing the number of routes needing repair. The set of channels that are
rerouted compete for the available resources in the interconnect. However,
analogous to the task assignment, we allow for resource oversubscription. Each
route thus gets assigned the shortest path in terms of penalized cost, regardless
of the order in which they are routed.
Taxation of oversubscribed links
Each communication channel that is to be routed through the platform’s in-
terconnect aims for the shortest possible path. Selfishly using a route that
is perceived to be the shortest path may result in congested networks and
oversubscription of resources in het network.
This phenomenon is known as Braess paradox.
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e i
e j
swap
Figure 2.9: When swapping tasks ti and ti′ , the routes of two tasks have to be
adapted.
Braess paradox:
“For each point of a road network, let there be given the number of cars
starting from it, and the destination of the cars. Whether one street is
preferable to another depends not only on the quality of the road, but
also on the density of the flow. If every driver takes the path that looks
most favorable to him, the resultant running times need not be minimal.
Furthermore, an extension of the road network may cause a redistribution
of the traffic that results in longer individual running times [10].”
The system as a whole may then be improved by increasing the routing
cost of some communication channels, simultaneously decreasing the routing
cost of others. Whenever the routes in a solution σ(i) cause oversubscribed
resources on links of the interconnect, an incentive to change the routes in
the next solution σ(i+1) is created by increasing the cost (by adding ’tax’) of
oversubscribed links. In case of a latency-minimization objective, optimal taxes
exist and can be calculated in polynomial time [13]. While the implementation
method is unclear, it shows the usefulness of the mechanism. This taxation of
the network is similar to the penalized cost of oversubscribed resources in the
task assigment subproblem. Therefore, we update the cost of both elements and
links in the platform in the same procedure, as described in Section 2.2. The
sole difference is that for the communication links, a fixed step size step size =
0.01 is used. With each (single channel) routing update, the distance matrix is
updated with the current penalized cost. This distance matrix is then used in
the local search to estimate the routing cost in the next iteration. A Wardrop
equilibrium is reached when no communication channel has an incentive to
change its assigned route [35]. The solution is then considered to be locally
optimal.
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2.4 The overall GLS-algorithm
Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo code of our implementation of guided local
search for MRQARP. It takes a MRQARP problem instance Z as input. The
algorithm consists of an initialization section, and an optimization section. The
algorithm aims for a feasible solution in the initialization section, and attempts
to generate improved solutions in the optimization section. The initialization
section is always executed, while the number of iterations in the optimization
section depends on the termination condition, which is checked in the beginning
of each iteration.
The initialization section On line 2 the reference set R, the working so-
lution set S and the incumbent σˆ and corresponding upperbound Zˆ are ini-
tialized. Then, an initial solution is generated using the Lagrangian relaxation
technique (line 3). Solution σ′ is generated by mainly considering the objec-
tive function for Z. It may approximate the optimal solution for Z in terms of
cost, but may violate resource contraints. Therefore, a local search procedure
within Nshift ∪ Nswap is performed that only takes the resource oversubscrip-
tion penalties into account, and not the cost itself. The shift and swap moves
gradually increase the feasibility of solution σ. As a result, the initialization
section may or may not be able to obtain a feasible solution.
The optimization section Similar to the local search procedure of the ini-
tialization section, a local search procedure is defined in lines 30-41 of the op-
timization section. This time, however, the search also traverses Nchain if the
working solution σ is of good quality; i.e. when the penalized cost approaches
the cost of the incumbent solution σˆ, accounted by value Zˆ. When a solution
can no longer be improved, it is considered to be locally optimal and the local
search is stopped. For MRQARP, the local search takes an approximation of
the communication cost into account. In line 41, those communication routes
are repaired that are invalidated due to changes in the local search procedure.
At the beginning of each iteration, we ensure that we keep track of the
incumbent, associated cost and whether or not the GLS algorithm is to be
terminated (lines 13-18). With each locally optimal solution σ¯, whether feasible
or not, the penalty weights p are increased to reflect the difficulties in adhering
to the constraints, or decreased when σ is feasible (line 19). Solution σ is
added to reference set R (line 20) if the solution is of sufficient quality and if
the solution has enough distinct features to enrich reference set R.
With each iteration, a new local search procedure is started, but with up-
dated penalty weights p, and with a different solution σ′ ∈ S. If the set of
solutions S is empty, it requires repopulation. When reference set R is suffi-
ciently large, a solution set S is generated using path relinking (lines 22-24).
Otherwise, a random solution is generated (line 25).
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Figure 2.10: Platforms definitions used in the evaluation.
2.5 Numerical Experiments
Related work on theMRGAP provides a dataset for benchmarking purposes [37,
40, 42], which in turn is based on problem instances from the OR-Library [4].
The dataset is composed of three parts named ‘C’, ‘D’ and ‘E’, where the cost
and resource demand for the problems in part ‘C’ are randomly generated,
whereas in parts ‘D’ and ‘E’, the cost and resource demand is inversely corre-
lated. Each part contains problems parameterized in their structure, having 100
and 200 tasks, 5, 10, and 20 elements, and 1, 2, 4 and 8 resources per element.
This results in 24 problems per part, with 72 problems in total. We extended
this dataset to provide MRQARP instances, by generating interconnects for the
orginally unrelated elements in the dataset, and a communication topology for
the tasks. A random number within interval [0, 2] of communication channels
is generated per task. Each communication channel receives a bandwidth de-
mand (within interval [1, 10]) and uniform costs equal to one. In line with [40]
for MRGAP, each link in the generated interconnect provides a bandwidth that
is 80% of the total bandwidth demand. Note that the communication routing
might use multiple links per communication channel, increasing the strain on
the interconnect. Problems with 5 elements use a bus structure for communi-
cation, where the bus is modeled as a hyperedge [25]. For problems with 10
elements, pairs of elements are attached to a bidirectional ring structure, where
the ring is composed of 5 routers. For the larger problems with 20 elements,
a 5×4 mesh network is constructed, where the elements are modeled as tiles
that are connected to the NoC through means of a router. We denote these
datasets with ‘CR’, ‘DR’ and ‘ER’, respectively. See Figure 2.10 for a graphical
representation of these platforms.
As we are interested in the short-term performance of the algorithm, we
compare the outcome of the GLS algorithm in the time interval (0,10s]. The
average solution quality at each sample moment is compared against the com-
mercially available ILP solvers CPLEX 12.5 [26] and Gurobi 5.1 [22]. The
ILP solvers are configured to adjust their high-level strategy to prefer good
quality solutions over proving optimality. We measure the relative difference
between the best found solution and the optimal solution which is known as
the optimality gap. This should be considered as a measure in terms of relative
performance over time, between solvers, and over variations in the problem
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structure, and not as a measure of absolute quality. In contrast to the ILP
solvers, the results of our guided local search algorithm vary per run, caused
by a randomization factor in the implementation. Therefore, the results of our
algorithm are based on the median of 100 runs for the MRGAP instances, and
30 runs for the MRQARP instances. The observed variation is captured with
the 5th and 95th percentile, denoted with X5 and X95 respectively.
As a reference, the best known solution is calculated for every problem in
the dataset by running the CPLEX solver exhaustively. For the majority of
the problems, a proven optimal solution is found. For the harder problems,
optimality could not be proven, and in some cases only a suboptimal solution
could be found. This is an indication that the dataset is of sufficient difficulty,
as the CPLEX solver took up to 248 hours of computation time6 for specific
problem instances, after which the process was terminated.
Results
The results in this section are obtained on one single-threaded core of a 2.53
GHz Intel P8700 processor with 8 GB of dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM). For readability purposes, the results are summarized in a set of
graphs. The graphs in Figure 2.12 show the aggregated results of our GLS
implementation on the 12 problems in dataset ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’, ‘CR’, ‘DR’, and
‘ER’.
Performance
Figure 2.11 shows the convergence charactersistics of two problem instances
for the first two seconds of execution. The results for the GLS method are
deterministic in the initial part of the run, where the Lagrangian relaxation
method is used as a seed to obtain feasible solutions first. When the GLS goed
into the optimization mode, randomization is used for diversification purposes;
this is the cause of some variability between runs. The problem instances of the
entire dataset are grouped in MRGAP and MRQARP instances, and subdivided
in the number of elements (being 5, 10 or 20 elements). Figure 2.12 presents
the aggregated results. On average, the GLS approach yields feasible solutions
within a hundred milliseconds, often within 10% of the optimal solution. The
best five percent (X5) of the solutions from the GLS are, on average, always
better than the results of the ILP solvers, while the median of the results is
competitive.
Overall, we observe that the best five percent (X5) of the solutions from
GLS are always better than the results of the ILP solvers, while the median of
the results is competitive. The dispersion of the results in Figure 2.12 is partly
caused by the aggregation of the 12 problems per graph. On average, the GLS
approach yields feasible solutions within a hundred milliseconds, often within
10% of the optimal solution.
6On an Intel Xeon CPU E5645 @ 2.40GHz.
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Figure 2.11: Median convergence characteristics of GLS, CPLEX and Gurobi
on the er051002 (left) and the dr101004 (right) problem instances.
For the datasets with the bus interconnect (|E| = 5), the problem remains
a complex integer packing problem, which is in favor of the ILP solvers. All
solvers have similar convergence characteristics for the ring structure (|E| =
10), with GLS being slightly faster to the first feasible solution. The problems
with the mesh networks (|E| = 20) put more strain on the ILP solvers. GLS
clearly outperforms both ILP solvers in the first seconds of the optimization
process. The GLS approach is, on average, always first in finding an initial
solution, except for problem instance ER051008. In 78% of the cases, the
GLS approach outperforms the ILP solvers in terms of solution quality at the
moments when an initial feasible solution of any of the ILP solvers becomes
available.
Memory usage
By definition, the runtime mapping problem is to be solved at runtime. The
allowed footprint of any approach solving the problem should be reasonable for
the targeted systems. The memory usage of the solvers used in the benchmark-
ing procedure is measured. These measurements give the upper bound on the
memory that should be available at a certain point in time. The peak memory
usage is given in Table 2.1 for the MRGAP instances and in Table 2.2 for the
MRQARP instances. The required memory scales with the size of the platform;
both in the dimension of the number of elements, as well as with the complexity
of the interconnect. In any case, the memory usage of the ILP solvers is one or
two orders of magnitude larger compared to the GLS approach. The amount
of memory required might still be trimmed down, but it is expected that it
will negatively influence the response-time of the algorithm. This is especially
valid for the ILP solvers, which need to store a set of nodes of a branching tree,
where the number of nodes increase with the size of the problem and increase
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with the number of iterations of the search process. While the memory re-
quired by the GLS approach also scales with the size of the input problem, the
memory requirements remain constant over time due to the iterative nature of
the algorithm.
Table 2.1: Peak memory usage of the evaluated solvers on MRGAP instances
(MB).
Solver C05 D05 E05 C10 D10 E10 C20 D20 E20
GLS 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.7 2.8 2.7
CPLEX 12.5 11.6 15.6 13.3 12.8 25.8 24.9 14.2 43.5 30.7
Gurobi 5.1 10.9 19.3 12.5 15.4 20.4 20.0 30.8 36.9 37.4
Table 2.2: Peak memory usage of the evaluated solvers on MRQARP instances
(MB).
bus ring mesh
Solver CR05 DR05 ER05 CR10 DR10 ER10 CR20 DR20 ER20
GLS 1.8 1.9 1.9 2.9 3.0 2.9 6.1 6.2 6.1
CPLEX 12.5 15.8 29.7 20.2 32.9 34.0 34.1 266.2 279.7 268.0
Gurobi 5.1 34.7 68.2 36.8 131.5 161.1 136.4 1178.4 1471.8 1206.9
2.6 Conclusions
The proposed GLS algorithm for the MRQARP is robust with respect to all 72
problem instances in the dataset, and provides an overall balance between good
initial solutions and a stable convergence to the optimum. On the short term,
GLS outperforms state-of-the-art ILP solvers when the scale of the platform
and interconnect increases. For the problem instances in the dataset, GLS is
able to obtain solutions within 10% of the optimum with only a few megabytes
of memory and within hundreds of milliseconds. An additionally reduction in
the run-time overhead may be obtained with a hybrid mapping strategy that
makes use of configurations precomputed at design-time.
The proposed GLS procedure is an anytime algorithm that is able to provide
over time a sequence of increasingly better solutions. This enables a system
incorporating the GLS algorithm to adapt to the operational requirements, and
allows for in-system optimization of long-running configurations. Embedded in
an enclosing framework, the GLS algorithm is able to provide information as
feedback on the relative resource scarcity.
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Algorithm 1 Guided Local Search
1: procedure GLS(Z)
2: σˆ, R, S, Zˆ ← nil,∅,∅,∞
3: σ ← σ′ ← GenerateLRSolution(Z)
4: p← InitializeWeights(Z)
5: repeat ⊲ Local search focussing on feasibility
6: repeat
7: s← s′, σ′ ← SearchNshift(Z, σ, p)
8: until σ′ = σ
9: σ′ ← SearchNswap(Z, σ, p)
10: until σ′ = σ
11: σ ← RepairCommunicationRoutes(Z, σ′, p) ⊲ MRQARP only
12: loop
13: if Feasible(Z, σ) && Z(σ) < Zˆ then
14: Zˆ, σˆ ← Z(σ), σ
15: end if
16: if TerminateCondition( ) then
17: return σˆ
18: end if
19: p← UpdatePenaltyWeights(Z, σ, p)
20: R← AddSolutionToReferenceSet(R, σ)
21: if S = ∅ then
22: if |R| >=MinSizeReferenceSet then
23: S ← PathRelinking(R)
24: else
25: S ← ∅ ∪GenerateRandomSolution(Z)
26: end if
27: end if
28: σ′ ← S[0] ⊲ Take the first solution out of ordered set S
29: S ← S \ σ′
30: repeat ⊲ Local search procedure
31: repeat
32: repeat
33: s← s′, σ′ ← SearchNshift(Z, σ, p)
34: until σ′ = σ
35: σ′ ← SearchNswap(Z, σ, p)
36: until σ′ = σ
37: if PenalizedCost(Z, σ, p) < 1.01× Zˆ then
38: σ′ ← SearchNchain(Z, σ, p)
39: end if
40: until σ′ = σ
41: σ ← RepairCommunicationRoutes(Z, σ′, p) ⊲ MRQARP only
42: end loop
43: end procedure
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Figure 2.12: Median convergence characteristics of GLS, CPLEX and Gurobi on MRGAP and MRQARP problem instances.
Acronyms
BPP Bandwidth Packing Problem.
DRAM Dynamic Random-access Memory.
GAP Generalized Assignment Problem.
GLS Guided Local Search.
GQAP Generalized Quadratic Assignment Problem.
I/O Input / Output.
ILP Integer Linear Program.
MRGAP Multi-resource Generalized Assignment Prob-
lem.
MRQAP Multi-resource Quadratic Assignment Problem.
MRQARP Multi-resource Quadratic Assignment And
Routing Problem.
NoC Network-on-chip.
QoS Quality Of Service.
SCPP Shortest Capacitated Path Problem.
UFP Unsplittable Flow Problem.
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